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Hey, I just wanted to reach out in support of the proposed improvements to Whitney Way!
These alterations would be an amazing step forward to an area with a lot of potential for alternative
transport growth. Whitney Way is absolutely massive roadway with plenty of room to share.
Allocating this space for safer bike/ped use would be game changing for our family and others on the
west-side. It would make accessing Hyvee area and other near west locations like Sequoya commons
a lot simpler/safer!
Adding a buffered bike lane from Old Middleton Rd to Tokay Blvd (YAY!!!!)
This will require the removal of all the on street parking from Sheboygan to South Hill
Dr
(a big win for a small sacrifice)
OMG, I’m not crying you’re crying! We’re all crying tears of joy!
Pedestrian improvements including:
Old Middleton Rd – Adding high visibility crosswalks
This would be great!!!!
Langlois St – Adding a pedestrian curb ramp and install a high visibility crosswalk
Less familiar with this intersection but love the island!
Door Dr – Adding new crosswalks
Perfect! This is the secret ped route to/from Hilldale!!!
South Hill Dr – Adding a rapid flash beacon crossing on the south side of the
intersection and add a high visibility crosswalk
OMG! It’s like you’re following me around when I run errands!!!
Tokay Blvd – Adding high visibility crosswalks
Yes, perfect!
Lowering the speed limit on Whitney Way to 25mph
This has to be the biggest deal of all these potential changes!!!!
Lower speed means so much to people less comfortable biking on the roads today
Please I urge you to strongly consider adopting these changes! I think the west side is poised to drop
some amazing changes/development in the years to come and making those changes sustainably
and accessible to all is going to make a big difference in whether we sit in traffic or can enjoy our
incredible city and communities!!

